
Fujitsu Self-Checkout Options

Features
• Self-guided, friendly, and engaging user interface — Offers visual and voice guidance throughout each step 

in the transaction. 

• Speed Tendering™ –  An ECRS-patented function that allows shoppers to skip unnecessary steps on the 
pinpad and interactive screen by simply swiping or tapping their credit card. 

• Secure OneTouch™ – The fastest, easiest, most secure technology for shoppers to associate and pay for a 
transaction with just the scan of a fingerprint. 

• “Walk Away” detection – This patented feature senses when the shopper may have walked away giving a 
countdown before the transaction is automatically voided and recorded within the reporting system. 

• “Assistance Needed” email alerts – Store employees can receive automatic email alerts when a shopper 
needs assistance or when the self-checkout terminal requires maintenance.  

• Self-learning and Self-tuning weight security — CATAPULT automatically learns the weight of every item in 
the store and shares it across the enterprise. 

• AmbDex™ item scanning – Scan and bag two items at a time for the fastest, most efficient self-checkout 
experience. 

• Self-Checkout Attendant Station — Employees can monitor and assist shoppers by modifying transactions in 
the self-checkout area.

Fujitsu’s self-checkout solutions bring the intuitive CATAPULT® 
self-checkout experience to a new level. The easy-to-use, self-guided 
interface of our Transaction Server with the sleek, modern hardware 
design raises the bar for retail self-checkout. 
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ECRS is a US-based, Certified Evergreen™ enterprise that leverages technology to help retailers transform their transactions 

into profitable relationships. Their unified commerce and transaction platform, CATAPULT®, is supercharging store 

operations in thousands of retail locations across North America. ECRS is committed to helping retailers write their success 

stories by providing them with innovative software, hardware, services, and unparalleled, award-winning support.

Customers Want Self-Checkout
55% of customers say they “always” or “usually use SCO to 
make an in-store purchase. 

• 59% of Millennials (18-35) 

• 45% of Gen X (35-54) 

• 39% of Boomers (55-64) 

57% of shoppers say that SCO provides a better shopping 
experience 

60% of Adults said that long checkout lines were more 
annoying than products being out of stock or the ability to 
find a store associate

Not only does the hardware offer a modern, sophisticated 
touch to any store, it also has the most user-friendly and 
engaging interface on the market. The CATAPULT Self-
Checkout Solution gives any user the best experience with 
patented features that make the transaction as seamless as 
possible.

87% of shoppers prefer to shop in stores  
with a Self-Checkout option. 

* ECRS Fujitsu SCO Units are sold with a Hardware Maintenance Plan


